
Leadgate Football - The Early Years

Football has a long and ancient history with its earliest images dating from Elizabethan woodcuts. 
The world’s oldest existing football was found in the bedroom of Mary Queen of Scots and when 
she died Shakespear would have only been 3 years old. By the time he was referring to Football in 
his plays it had become known as a bloody violent game of the lower classes. In the 18th Century 
it was classed as “mob football” played by neighbouring towns or villages in pitched battle between 
each other to force a ball over designated marks and this violent game passed down through the 
ages surviving as Shrovetide tradition. During the mid 19th Century however the Victorians 
developed concepts of sportsmanship in all sports and football was codefied in the public schools 
of Southern England.

The Football Association was set up in 1863 and published a standard set of rules establishing the 
contemporary game as we know it. The FA secretary C W Alcock who instigated the world’s oldest 
cup competition in 1871 was Sunderland born and a keen footballer who captained Wanderers the 
first side to win the FA Cup. In the 1880’s this modern form of game developed rapidly, appealling 
both to the gentry of public schools in the South of England and the working classes of the 
industrial North of England and Scotland. There was however distinct divisions on the matter of 
players receiving payment. The affluent gentry controlled the FA so tried to regulate the game on 
its original amateur basis but it became obvious with the growing attraction of the sport to a public 
prepared to pay to see the best players, that the game was heading towards professionalism. In 
1883 a threshold was reached when Blackburn Olympic beat Old Etonians to become the first 
professional club to win The FA Cup and from then on professional teams dominated, forming their 
own league in 1888.To try and maintain the amateur game the FA Amateur Cup was established in 
1893 and this became popular not just in the SE where powerful amateur leagues were long 
established but particularly in the NE who supplied 7 of the first 10 winners. 

In the last few decades of the 19th century football mania had swept the Northern Coalfields and 
County Durham in particular became a stronghold of the sport. In the NE cities prior to 1892 there 
was no dominant teams. Sunderland Albion had been formed in 1888 as rivals to Sunderland AFC 
and played in a Football Alliance that included Newton Heath, the precursor to Manchester United. 
Although Albion tended to lose their games against Sunderland they were good enough to beat 
Newcastle West End at St James Park then Newcastle East End in successive rounds of the FA 
Cup of 1891. The following year these two Newcastle teams merged to become United to try and 
compete against Sunderland, which for the rest of 1890’s was the strongest side in the country 
winning the league three times and being runner up twice. Professional teams were also 
developing on Teeside but from the mid 1890’s it was accepted that many teams in the Northern 
Coalfield were making payments or otherwise subsidising players who had to miss their workshifts 
to be available to travel quite long distances to away games.These village teams to survive had to 
become commercial enterprises with access to maintained football pitches requiring gate money. 
Nevertheless in County Durham most colliery villages developed an appetite for football. One of 
these, West Aukland won The Thomas Lipton Trophy often described as the first World Cup by 
beating Juventus in 1909 then again in 1911. Italy, Germany and Switzerland all sent their best 
professional teams to the tournament so it shows how competitive amateur football in Durham 
must have been for one of their more ordinary teams to win against the best in Europe.

Press coverage in the early years was a bit murky with but The Glasgow Evening Post recorded 
that on 2nd January 1880 A Scotch Canadian team played a Tyneside & District team in front of 
two thousand spectators despite the Association game being little known in the Newcastle district. 
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Local press cuttings from the 
same year however show the 
Northumberland & Durham 
Football Association being 
formed. Football must have 
kicked off before that as there 
were already 12 local known 
teams in existence including 
one in the Derwent Valley. We 
therefore can assume that by 
the late 1870’s Association 
football was also being played 
on makeshift pitches in the 
growing villages of the NW 
Durham coalfield. Leadgate 
was one of these Durham 
colliery villages and by the late 
1880’s could boast two rival 
football clubs, each running 
several teams in matches 
attended by several thousand 
spectators. These clubs 
appeared to develop on 
sectatrian lines as the new 
Catholic Church at Brooms 
attempted to persuade the 
mainly Irish young men in its 
congregation to take to sport 
rather than alcohol. Two of 
these men are now known to be 
the Costello brothers, left by 
their Irish father as 9 and 11 

year old boys in Leadgate as he 
wandered the North seeking work as an itinerant stone mason. Originally born in Wales, they 
seemed to have taken to the road when their mother died, possibly in childbirth. Why they settled 
in Leadgate is a mystery but it maybe they regarded themselves as as exiled so named the football 
team they founded as Leadgate Exiles around 1885 when they were in their mid twenties. They 
probably though had been kicking a ball around throughout their teenage years with other village 
lads when presumably the local Catholic Church at Brooms  decided to provide a regulation 
Association Football pitch opposite their cemetary close to the Eden Colliery where most of the 
men worked. We know that the Exiles were formed in 1885 through an “american sketch” 
published in the Newcastle Chronicle naming its founder John Costello being regarded as  “one of 
the most prominent pioneers of the Association code in the North of England”. It confirms that John 
in the 1890’s was secretary of he club and had played as their centre forward up to 1891. Press 
cuttings covering the Exiles teams from 1887 show William his younger brother as captain up to 
1889 also playing regularly until about 1891 when he seems to have sustained a serious injury 
playing for the district. Both are however reported in the press as representing the Exiles at 
Durham FA meetings and John went on to serve on Durham FA referee selection committees. 
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The Exiles featured quite a lot in the regional newspapers which often published reports and team 
lists although primarily focusing on their own local teams playing the Exiles. William Costello (Billy 
or mousey) is first recorded above alongside his brother in the Exiles teams in 1887 against North 
Sands Shipyard Rovers. He was captain by 1889, but suffered severe injury in 1891 whilst “playing 
a splendid game”

The only other Exiles player named in that District team was W McGee who seems to have taken 
over the captaincy for the next decade.The Exiles played against not only the top amateur teams 
but many professional teams such as Sunderland, Newcastle, Middlesborough & Darlington. Also 
very often they played the professional reserve teams so the Exile players faced on occasion some 
of the top players of the day. In 1889 for instance Leadgate Exiles hosted the Sunderland Reserve 
team containing players who would go on to be part of the most successful team of the 1890’s. 
William Costello captained that Exiles team and the Consett Guardian press cuttings illustrate a 
captain’s duties including after match entertainment such as concert singing in the local pub where 
celebrations normally went on into evenings.
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Prior to that the Newcastle Daily Leader of 5th November, 1888 records W Costello playing 
alongside his brother John in their 2-1 win home win over West Hartlepool whilst the Sunderland 
papers reported games against their top teams. Exiles in the 1890’s were obviously very ambitious, 
evidenced by their participation in national cup competions and hosting of professional sides to 
their gound.

Leadgate Exiles for most of 1the late 9th Century dominated the local leagues but in 1897 their  
rivals Leadgate Park came to fore reaching the FA Amateur Cup semi-finals putting out the 
champions Bishop Aukland in the process. Both McGee and Costello played for the Exiles in the 
great Leadgate riot match of 1890 before 4,000 spectators which matched or exceeded the crowds 
on that day attending the big professional matches. North East newspapers such as the Northern 
Echo and The Newcastle Daily Leader covered the game that sparked the famous Leadgate Riot 
of 27th October, 1890. The two reports suggest a fast and furious hard fought match of some 
violence both on and off the pitch.
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A few years later however in 1895 the two teams came together in a fund raising benefit match 
instigated by John Costello who was by then the secretatry of the Exiles. By this time Leadgate 
Exiles received national recognition because they were one of first teams to enter the FA Amateur 
Cup.This was established in 1893 to promote the game and its first draw shows many household 
names such as Tottenham Hotspur, Ipswich Town and Middlesbrough alongside Leadgate Exiles 
who are therefore referenced in many Football Books or Team websites  recording their histories. 
Books about the early Midland teams record that in the 1894/5 competion only a handful of their 
teams took part one of which was Berwick Rangers who reached Round 2 and played “host to the 
unkown Leadgate Exiles who went away with the 2-1 victory to put an end to Berwick’s attempt on 
the Amateur Cup”. 
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The Northern Echo however reports this result as 
being on 4th December, 1893 and so it seems the 
Exiles reached the third round of the very first FA 
Amateur Cup.
The same paper records them being knocked out 
the following year in 1894 by Middlesborough and a 
Liverpool FC website (Lancashire Evening Post, 
04-08-1897) records their team participating 
alongside Leadgate Exiles in 1897. (https://
playupliverpool.com/1897/08/02/participating-teams-
in-the-fa-cup-189798/) . At this time the Exiles were 
drawing large crowds which allowed them to fund 
payment of professional visiting teams. Probably the 
greatest of these was Newcastle United who the 
national press reported as having been drawn away 
against Leadgate Exiles in September 1895, 
although mysteriously Exiles scratched to give the 
professionals a bye. The following year it emerged 
there had been an agreement which Newcastle United fulfilled to visit Leadgate and they played a 
1-1 draw although they left their kit on the train and had to be loaned some from Leadgate Park. 
This game got a special mention at the AGM which confirmed the club had a healthy bank balance.
The Exiles goalkeeper against that Newcastle side was H Callaghan who would later go on to play 
for Derby County at a time when it was one of best teams in the country. Another notable player in 
that match was W McGee who played alongside Billy from 1888 and seemed to have played for 
over a decade if the medal below was presented in1899. We know from press reports that by 1895 
that John Costello was the Exiles secretary and that by then Billy had probably hung up his boots 
because he is no longer reported on the team sheets but from 1896 appears to be part of their 
management whether alongside his brother John.
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Newspaper articles reported that Billy by 1896 was representing them on Durham FA cup 
committees although he may have been deputising for his brother John who is cited in Newspaper 
articles as being a referee and on Durham FA’s referee assessment panel. William and his brother 
John were therefore involved in the Exiles most ambitious years from 1893 to 1897 when they 
travelled far and wide to meet the great and good. For a teams like Leadgate Park and Exiles to 
get into the late stages of the FA Amateur cup suggests that 
financial support and organisation being well developed and 
we know from contemporary newspapers that these 
local football matches were attended by thousands, 
They also ran up to 3 teams each so were 
significant commercial operations.

The Exiles attracted top teams and large crowds with reports from 1880’s suggesting they must 
have had facilities for after match evening entertainment. Although the exact location of the 
Leadgate Exiles pitch has not been confirmed it was known to be at The Brooms which is the 
name given to the properties in an around the Catholic church of Our Lady & St Joseph. It is 
known that several thousand spectators attended certain matches so there must have been a 
decent walking route for them to get there. Also other newspaper reports an inclined pitch and the 
Exiles playing in Green so their name possibly derives from Irish Catholics “Exiled” from their 
homeland ( although at the time Ireland was still British). The 1896 OS plan shows an odd 
enclosure within a field 187 yards long by 73 yards on a NW/SE axis and this would easily 
accommodate a 100 x 60 yard senior football pitch with ample space around it for spectators. As 
records show up to 4000 people attended these matches and gate money was needed to attract 
some of the professional teams. This OS plan actually 
shows an outbuilding abutting the road 
which possibly served as an 
entrance gate to the ground 
and being 20-30 yards 
long also probably 
provided changing 
rooms. As 
previous OS 
maps of 1857 
shows no such 
outbuilding or 
enclosure, 
other than a 
football pitch it 
is difficult to 
see any 
alternative land 
use for such a 
rectangular shape so 
close to the road.
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The Billy Costello photo above of the Exiles in the early 1900’s shows Cannon McGill who 
according to a Northern Echo Report was the Exiles president in 1897.  He is behind the team with 
his back to the distinctive church wall so it must be presumed that their pitch was close by probaby 
just north of the cemetery abutting the Leadgate/Dipton Road East of the eden Colliery. The photo 
outside Brooms Church probably is of the successfu Exiles team reported below in the Athletic 
News of 1904.
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John Costello continued his managerial development going on to chair Leadgate Council but Billy 
seems to have chanelled his creative talents  into photography. His glass plate  collection includes 
a small photographic studio portrait showing him standing arms folded in his football strip and 
alonside him out of shot seems to be the arms of a teamate. This raises a few questions - why 
would an impoverished coal miner in his scarce free time take trouble to visit a photographic studio 
in the 1890’s. It may be in celebration of him being selected for the District or beacause the team 
had just won a trophy but it establishes that Billy valued the negative enough to acquire it from the 
photographer so possibly marks the start of Billy’s devleopment as a photographer. Billy’s 
trademake deep eyebrows and moustache evident here of him when he was in his late 20’s 
possibly just before he got married or at the end of his career on turning 30 with a growing young 
family increasingly demanding his attention. Another studio portrait has Billy (TL) in a suit 
alongside what must be a Leadgate Exiles team from the mid 1890’s when Billy had some sort of 
management role with them alternating with his brother John in representedting them at Durham 
FA meetings in Durham. As this photo was taken just a year or two before Billy acquired his own 
camera he must have taken a keen interest in the process and retained the glass negative. The 
cost, time and absurdity of hard working men having to go to the trouble of changing into their 

football kit in a small studio may well have persuaded Billy to get a field camera and take 
photographs of teams outside just before their matches. Certainly the largest category of his 
photos were of footbal teams so that may have been a little income to offset his costs. 
The high proportion of Billy’s photos showing local football team photos confirms that he kept his 
football connections. When he took up photography in the late 1890’s Leadgate teams were 
prarticularly prominent. Although 
Leadgate Park and Exiles were 
the big local clubs running 
several teams playing on their 
own grounds attended by 
thousands of supporters there 
were many other local teams 
many without their own pitch. 
Dipton Wanderers like Hobson 
Wanderers were named as such 
because they didn’t have a 
home ground. It is not known 
where Consett Swifts, 
Medomsley and Hamsterley 
played but they too are 
frequently mentioned in press 
cuttings from the 1890s.
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The following photographs by Billy possibly 
include Leadgate Park (who played in stripes 
and also a two tone strip). In 1893 Leadgate 
Park faced Tow Law in a Durham Cup final 
attended by a 3000 crowd and in 1897 
Leadgate Park acheived some fame in 
beating the previous champions Bishop 
Aukland to get to semi-final of FA Amateur 
Cup and then finishiing mid-table of the 
1899-1900 Northern Alliance. This league 
contained Sunderland, Middlesbrough and 
Newcastle United A teams perhaps bringing 
some of the best players in the country to 
Leadgate. In 1904-05 they were The Durham 
Challenge Cup Winners, whilst that season 
Exiles lost only 3 times in 45 games winning 
the NW Durham Alliance league and were 
losing finalists in the Durham Senior Cup. By 
1921 when they beat Hartlepool in the final of  
the Durham Senior Cup Leadgate Park were 
attracting Football League professionals.
Most were born locally Jack Pattison (b 
1887) being one playing for Leadgate Park  
before going on to Newcastle United, Derby 
County and Bristol Rovers before returning to 
the Park in the 1920s.
Austen Campbell (b1898) was another who 
made “the famous footballers collection”. He 
played for Leadgate Park in 1918 then joined 
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Coventry City before returning to the Park 
in 1921. In 1923 he established himself 
as a regular with Blackburn Rovers being 
a member of their 1928 FA Cup winning 
team. He went on to win 8 caps for 
England and was part of the successful 
Huddersfield Town team of the 1930s. 
Peter Mckinney born in Leadgate in 1897 
played for Liverpool in 1920 before going 
on to play for New York Giants until 1929. 
James McGrahn born 1898 began his 
career at Leadgate Park before leaving to 
play for Lincoln City, then football 
management. Ernie Young (b 1893) and 
Robert Mitcheson (b1901) as Darlington 
professionals were  both persuaded to 
join Leadgate Park in the 1920s. 
Leadgate born Benny Craig played for 
Huddersfield and Newcastle United but 
his career was curtailed by the war. Bill Stoddart born in  Leadgate in 1907 joined Manchester City 
in 1926 before moving to Coventry City and then Southampton. 
Another Leadgate player of this period was Bill Smith born in 1897 who played for Leadgate Park 
in 1921 in between spells with Hull City in 1919, York City in 1923 and Stockport County in 1925.
The records also show that the infamous Cyril Hunter played for Leadgate Park. Born in 1898 he 
was recorded to be one of the hardest men in British Football having recieved football’s longest 
ever suspension when playing for South Shields against the league leaders Middlesborough in 
1927. Hunter was a professional at Brentford and Lincoln City but he must have started his playing 
days at Leadgate Park prior to 1920. John Charlton born iin Leadgate in 1908 played for Liverpool 
in 1930s.Many of these Leadgate born professional footballers born before 1914 would probably 
have known William Costello the football photorapher and although they may not have seen him 
play for the Exiles would have known of his team. Whether Billy knew tham as local lads is doubtul 
but he probably would have been aware of a Will Stewart who was born in 1895 the same year as 
Billy’s son Jonny and also served in the First World War. Some photos date from 1899 /1900 when 
perhaps Billy was taking his first photographs and others show Will Stewart as an Inside Left for St 
Ives Football team in 1913/14 and again in 1918 when he played for Leadgate Park and Leadgate 
United. The 1918 strip shows remarkeable similarity to one of Billy’s more iconic team photos so 
may well represent the famous Leadgate Park. Will Stewart was an inside left for St Ives in 
1913/14 when he was a teenager which would make him a contemporary of Jack Wilson who the 
records show also played for St Ives and Leadgate United before joining Newcastle United in 1919 
becoming the becoming player manager of Leadgate Park in 1920-22 but ending up captain of 
Manchester United where he played for Manchester United for six years between 1926-32 makiing 
140 appearances for them. 
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